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A NEWER, REVISED AND EXPANDED EDITION OF THIS BOOK IS NOW AVAILABLE, The

Wimpy Kid Movie Diary (DOG DAYS EDITION), ISBN 978-1419706424. INCLUDES 32 NEW

PAGES ABOUT THE THIRD WIMPY KID MOVIE, DOG DAYS, PLUS AN ALL-NEW COVER

ILLUSTRATION.
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This book is about how they made the Diary of a Wimpy Kid book into a movie. It explains how

many people and work it takes to put together a movie. It also includes a lot of behind-the-scenes

photos and scripts. The book also talks about some of the actors and behind the sciences workers

and how they found all of those people. I think that it really helps you understand how a movie is

made. It is also very cool, because when I watch the movie, I know some things about it.I think that

what worked well is how they also used some cartoon drawings to explain how it was made. For

example, they used cartoon drawings to show all the people needed to make a movie, compared to

the one person needed to write a book. I think that made it kind of funny. One thing that kind of left

me disappointed was that they only focused on all the main characters, and I would have liked it if

they had talked amore about some other characters and their backgrounds and maybe how they

found them or where they live.I think that the book is very well written to describe how a movie is



made, and it is also funny. I hope that they make another movie diary for the next Diary of a Wimpy

Kid movie. If they do, then I will want to read it, but there probably won't because it would be kind of

hard to because it might just be more of the same stuff.I think it is very cool how they have a special

teacher on set so that the actors don't fall behind in their school work. Something kind of ironic I

learned from the book is that Greg and Rowley were missing their actual first days of middle school

when they were acting out their first days of middle school. I like how in the end of the book, they

have a photo gallery of photos from the movie and photos from back stage. I would give this book

five stars.

My son loves these books this was a great buy with fast shipping! Another great  buy! If your child

likes to read I recommend this series

This book is for middle-school fans of the best-selling Wimpy Kid series, starring smart aleck

preteen Greg Heffley. Presented as a hardback diary, it is a companion to the new Diary of a Wimpy

Kid movie which hits theaters on March 19th. It gives the inside story on how the live-action movie

was made, with a behind-the-scenes viewpoint.As with previous Wimpy Kid books, this one is filled

with funny cartoons that illustrate the text. Unlike the others, this Movie Diary has nearly 250 color

photos. Now readers don't have to picture Greg as the skinny stick-figure cartoon anymore; he's a

real boy, actor Zach Gordon. Among the photos are Greg's family, friends and enemies; costumes;

casting; movie props; blue-screen shots; even the catering trailer from the movie set.Scattered

among the pages are real items from the filming, such as script pages, storyboards, costume

sketches, floor plans and call sheets. It is interesting to get this glimpse of backstage

paraphernalia.The book shows Greg's evolution as a simple rough sketch to the current wimpy

backpack-wearing cartoon. It also shows how Zach was transformed into Greg.The book's best

quality is the tried-and-true strength from the earlier books: the loose, seemingly simple cartoons on

nearly every page.On the downside: There is no table of contents or index.Previous Wimpy Kid

books include:Diary of a Wimpy KindDiary of a Wimpy Kid: The Last StrawDiary of a Wimpy Kid:

Dog DaysDiary of a Wimpy Kid Do-It-Yourself Book-- Julie Neal, author ofÂ The Complete Walt

Disney World 2010

My granson didn't like to read, but he needed to improve his reading skills. He loves reading now

that he has read the Wimpy Kid books. He understands what he is reading now. I plan on buying

him more of the Wimpy Kid Books.



Had this book on my classroom shelf for two years when it walked away. It was a favorite of my

students and was requested again. I purchased it, and it has been passed from student to student

since I received it in the mail. The students love it and appreciate a little different take on the series.

So, Jeff Kinney found being on a movie set for the first time so fascinating he wanted to share it with

his audience. I LOVE THIS IDEA.He gives a small timeline of creation of Greg, and a similar

timeline for how a movie is written/cast/shot, and mixes in new cartoons with old family photos and

location shots and storyboards and call sheets.I can't think of a better way to learn about making

movies than to take a beloved book/movie and show you exactly what happened.And he dedicated

the book to "Greg" and "Rowley"--Zach and Robert!AWWWW.

I've not read this book myself since it was actually a 'requested' birthday present for my Grandson

Griffin. I will tell you that he received it about a week before his birthday and there was no way he

would let his mom put it up until his big day. He grabbed it right then and as read it at least 3 times.

Jeff Kinney uses the story behind the making of the Diary of a Wimpy Kid movie to reveal to readers

both young and old some of the ins and outs and difficulties that go into making a movie. Kinney

shows that his ability to tell a story is not limited to the realm of fiction. Children (and grownups) who

are fans of the Wimpy Kid series should enjoy and learn from this behind-the-scenes book. What

would have made the book better would have been more information about the actual people who

did the jobs described in the book; for example, Kinney describes in detail the important role an

editor plays in assembling the movie. Who was the editor? How did she become an editor for

Wimpy Kid? We get short back stories for Zachary Gordon (Greg), Robert Capron (Rowley), and

Thor Freundenthal(director), and it would have been nice for more of the crew to have received

similar treatment. That being said, the Movie Diary is a great non-fiction read for elementary school

children . . . and older.
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